
SIMPLY
BRILLIANT
Touché Lighting Control develops innovative technologies that 

focus on simplicity.  We build lighting controls that have enhanced 

features that allow users to intuitively install and manage their 

environment through a mobile app running on a smartphone or 

tablet device.  We understand that a lighting control solution should 

just work — a system that is efficiently designed, easily installed, and 

simply operated.
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At Touché Lighting Control, we take a different approach to your control needs. We believe whether you’re a 

specifier, an installer, or a facility manager — from start to finish — the installation and implementation process 

should be intuitive for everyone involved. This is our core vision and passion. Touché’s innovative engineering 

approach continues to drive and influence the development of our products.

At Touché, we believe that simplicity represents creative ideas, along with 

intelligent thinking. This is reflected by our multi-functional devices and our 

efficient system architecture. The bottom line:  being simple to design, install,

and use — all result in significant up-front and ongoing cost savings. 

» Simple

Our cutting-edge software-based technology provides users, regardless of 

technical background, with a self-configuring and intuitive control solution. Plug 

it together, and it just works; but should system adjustments be desired, our 

simple and free app provides any user a convenient and easy-to-use interface.

» Software-driven

Whether you’re controlling a room, a floor, or an entire building, the unique 
building-block architecture of our solution eliminates the frustration 

experienced with competitors’ systems.  Specification, installation, and 

management of the Touché Lighting Control solution is hassle free.

» Scalable

Ready to Get Started? | ToucheControls.com or call us at 888.841.4356 

STAND-ALONE 
ROOM CONTROL

NETWORK
ROOM CONTROLS

Smart Sensor
n  Combination 

dual-technology 
occupancy and 
daylight sensor.

Network Manager
n  Master Interface configured

as a system network manager.

Color Wall Station
n  Color touchscreen is one of 

several wall station options.

n  Multiple touchscreen 
configurations are available 
via AP.

Networking your Touché Lighting Control system is as easy as adding a 
Network Manager. All Room Managers are network capable without adding 
unnecessary hubs or gateways.

Room Manager
n  Capable of controlling 

up to (16) 0-10V 
fully rated lighting 
channels.

n  Configuration 
app is Bluetooth® 
compatible.

n  Easy installation 
with out-of-the-box 
functionality.

n  Plug-load listed.

CAT-5
n  All control wiring is 

simple CAT-5 cabling.
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Most manufacturers tout the features of their systems. The trouble with those features is how they are 
implemented. Many times, system components are made to work together, not designed to work together to meet 
the requirements of the feature.  At Touché, our solution was designed from the ground up with a software-based 
model to meet today’s and tomorrow’s feature needs.

Benefits of Using Touché Lighting Control

When you reduce the cost and complexity of a project, in most cases, you get a reduction of 
features.  For Touché, this reduction in cost and complexity results in full functionality and 
features. All the devices that make up Touché’s solutions are designed to work together, and they 
can be configured through simple user interfaces.  Below is a list of just some of today’s complex 
lighting control needs that are supported by Touché:

Sometimes the biggest challenge in setting up your lighting control system is determining what 
you want the system to do.  Touché makes that simple – plug the components together, and the 
system will start working right out of the box.  Touché’s Smart Connect technology determines 
the best configuration for the components connected.  If a different configuration is desired, 
then that is easy, too – a free and intuitive smartphone app allows you to connect via Bluetooth® 
to any Room Manager for simple configuration changes.

A Simple Solution = Powerful Features 

Simply Brilliant

FEATURES SOLUTIONS RESOURCES

n  Occupancy/Vacancy Sensing

n  Daylight Harvesting

n  Field-Configured Wall Controls

n  DMX Architectural Control

n  Room Partitioning

n  Color Tuning

n  Circadian Rhythm/Diurnal Scheduling

n  Stand-Alone & Networked Control

n  Audio-Video Integration

n  Motorized Shade Control

n  Astronomical Time Clock 

n  Unlimited Building Schedules

n  Integration with Third-Party Systems 
     (Security/Fire Alarm)



We understand that all customer and facility lighting control needs are not the same, but that should not require 
numerous systems to carry out those needs.  Lighting control is based on three fundamental concepts:

The needs of a retail shop are quite different than the needs of a hotel, hospital, or convention center, but they 
all retain these three fundamental concepts.  So why do lighting control manufacturers require so many different 
solutions, and how does Touché solve this with one common solution? 

Other manufacturers have created solutions to 
individual application problems by one of two 
approaches. Either they acquire companies with 
different systems and add those to their product 
offerings, or they retain legacy systems to meet 
individual challenges and develop new solutions to 
new problems as needs evolve. 

This results in complex and uncoordinated solutions, 
high SKU system counts, and bloated costs. 

Complex Is Frustrating!

Touché has taken a new and unique approach 
to lighting control. While maintaining the three 
fundamental concepts, all system components and 
features are backward compatible and forward 
expandable. This is done through flexible software and 
intelligent engineering.

The same core components in the Touché solution are 
used to control a convention center as are used in a 
small restaurant, elementary school, or office building.

Simple Is Brilliant!

THE CHALLENGE

THE COMPETITION: TOUCHÉ:

n  Lights need to be turned on, off, or dimmed to meet environmental conditions, user preferences, 

and energy code requirements.

n  Manual interfaces like wall stations and switches are required for user interaction with the lighting 

control system.

n  Automatic control from sensors, time-clock schedules, and overrides are essential for energy 

conservation and system coordination.

Multiple Needs = Multiple Solutions Multiple Needs = Single Solution

FEATURES SOLUTIONS RESOURCES



We are the only lighting control manufacturer that provides Free Lifetime Technical Support with every one of our 
solutions. We can do this because of the exceptional quality of our products — we test every component before it 
leaves our Fort Wayne, Indiana, factory — which is BAA-compliant. Our team is fully committed to ensuring that you 
are completely satisfied with your Touché Lighting Control solution.

Our Number One Priority Is You

Touché has local experts ready to review your project’s 
requirements and to help you manage the design and 
purchase process. These experts possess an  
in-depth knowledge of lighting control concepts, 
Touché capabilities, and local energy codes and will work 
closely with you to achieve a successful project. Start a 
conversation by going to ToucheControls.com. 

Design with an Expert 

If you want to explore our company’s latest 
solutions and service offerings, or better 
understand the value that Touché offers to 
designers, installers, and customers, or learn more 
about our company’s values and history, then  
please visit us at ToucheControls.com.

Discover More

Knowledge is power. Our website provides helpful 
resources and tools to assist you with your lighting 
control needs. Whether you’re designing, installing, or 
maintaining a facility — our online videos and knowledge 
base will provide you with the information you need to 
complete and manage your project. To learn more, go to 
ToucheControls.com.

Online Knowledge Center 
If you need help making system 
adjustments, obtaining optional free 
software updates, or troubleshooting, 
we can remotely connect through 
your phone, tablet, or PC with 
DirectConnect. It’s quick and easy and 
helps ensure mutual understanding and 
efficient resolution by letting us see 
what you see. Help is just a click away 
at ToucheControls.com.

DirectConnect Support

Because Touché solutions utilize state-of-the-art 
technologies, most Touché projects can begin remotely 
— avoiding the costs and time constraints of on-site 
start-ups as required by many other manufactures. For 
those who prefer in-person assistance, on-site start-up is 
available from Touché at a reasonable price. 

Remote Start-Up

For more 
resources, 
go to our 
website 
today!

FEATURES SOLUTIONS RESOURCES
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